
OPPOSE ATTACKS ON OUR TERMS & CONDITIONS
• Protest rally: 1 4th Nov, 1 2.30pm, outside the Triad

(This is not industrial action and must be attended in your own time)

• Help us plan where the campaign goes next

On 1 4 November, mil l ions of workers in France, Spain, Portugal,

Greece, I taly, Cyprus and Malta are taking part in a general strike

against austerity. As the government attacks our jobs, pay, pensions

and terms and conditions, let's add our voices to theirs and stand up

against these attacks on our working l ives.
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The government is determined to

engage in a race to the bottom. Not

content with imposing a pay freeze and

making us have to pay more and work

longer to get less for our pensions,

they are now attacking our terms and

conditions.

Proposed changes include removing

privi lege days, cutting sick pay and

changing our contracts so that we can

be asked to move anywhere in the

country across any department. These

are only benchmarks - a whole lot

more that we take for granted could be

put on the bonfire of terms and

conditions.

Already, news of the proposed

changes has sparked widespread

anger amongst civi l servants. In HMRC

in Coventry, a visit by Cabinet Office

Minister Francis Maudes saw hundreds

of PCS members, ARC members and

even non-members walk out.

I ronical ly, the inspiration for the protest

comes from Maude himself who,

ahead of the co-ordinated strike action

last 30 November, told public sector

workers to hold 1 5 minute protests to

“get their point across without losing

pay.”

At a special meeting last week, the

National Executive Committee voted

unanimously to support a national day

of protest in members’ workplaces on

30 November. This wil l involve 1 5

minute lunchtime protests as the

minister suggested.

Ahead of this, the Revenue & Customs

Group Executive Committee is

encouraging branches to hold protest

meetings to coincide with general

strikes across Europe. This wil l al low

us to show our solidarity with other

workers, and also discuss the attacks

we face and how we build a sustained

campaign to challenge them.
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